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Abstract- Document clustering is one of the popular studies of 
data mining. This research focused on creation of the application 
system of document clustering of search results documents 
through clustering algorithms of Ant Colony Optimization, Forgy 
and ISODATA. Created applications were used to group and 
ease search results documents. Clustered documents were articles 
of journals, theses, thesis proposals, and ebooks. Indexing and 
searching the documents apply Apache Lucene, the search 
engine. Ant Colony Optimization algorithm was compared to 
partitioning clustering of Forgy and ISODATA. Comparison was 
on examination of processing time of clustering, variance, and the 
sum of squared errors. Experiments of groups of documents and 
datasets were conducted. To conclude, clustering results of the 
three methods show identical variance and produce high 
intraclass similarity and low interclass similarity. Also, in 
comparison to others, clustering through algorithm of Ant 
Colony Optimization takes the most time. 
 
Keywords— Document Clustering, Ant Colony Optimization, 
Forgy, ISODATA 

I.    INTRODUCTION 
 

Documents in libraries like articles of journals, theses, 
books, and thesis proposals are usually not stored based on the 
content. Hence, difficulties of searching them appear. 
Categorizing them into certain classes is also difficult because 
of the needs of reading and understanding the content. After 
reading the whole content, the classes are determined and 
division of documents are made.   

In a scientific study named Information Retrieval, several 
methods were proposed to ease the search of information of a 
huge number of digital documents [1]. One of them is 
clustering, i.e. classification of similar text-based data or 
documents. Clustered documents create other clusters 
supporting the classification. The search of documents without 
clustering can show certain keywords. This is applied by the 
search engines like Google or Yahoo. 

Therefore, system enabling classification and easing the 
search of documents is needed. There are numerous applicable 
clustering methods. However, the authors only concentrated 
on the algorithm of Ant Colony Optimization. The reason is 
that it was rare to find it performing as a partitioning 
clustering method in the previous research [2,3]. Such the 
algorithm would further be compared to the other partitioning 
clustering methods, namely Forgy [4] and ISODATA [5] for 

document clustering. The documents were articles of journals, 
theses, thesis proposals, and ebooks. 

A clustering method would be combined with the 
weighting of TF-IDF. This becomes an automatic solution to 
classification of unstructured data like documents. It should be 
noted that TF-IDF itself is a popular method and has quite 
accurate calculation [6]. 

Based on above description, the authors were interested in 
implementing and comparing the three clustering algorithms 
such as Ant Colony Optimization, Forgy and ISODATA in the 
searching process of documents. Queried documents with 
keywords were grouped into a number of clusters. The system 
received inputs of documents searched. The related scores 
among desired words were calculated afterwards. The higher 
they are, the more specific the clusters are. 

An expected result was that searching process would be 
more efficient in comparison to the direct search of collections 
of documents without causing the quality of search results. 
Comparison of the three algorithms could be seen based on 
processing time of clustering, variance, and the sum of 
squared errors. 

 
II.   RESEARCH METHODS 

 
The research was conducted based on these steps: 

planning, analysis, implementation designs, examination, and 
discussion by using the three clustering algorithms such as Ant 
Colony Optimization, Forgy and ISODATA. 
Ant Colony Optimization 

The problem of data clustering is modeled as the clustering 
optimization problem. The set of data consisting of Object 
Data m with Attribute n is given. A number of clusters (g) are 
determined. Equation (1) indicates objective functions [7]. 
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Notes:  

xi  :  The -i object data vector and n
i Rx   

xiv :  The -v attribute score of the -i object data   
cj :  The vector of the -j cluster centroid vector and 

n
j Rc   

cjv :  The score of the -v attribute from the -j cluster 
centroid  
wij :  The combined score of xi and cj  
X :  An nm  data matrix  
C :  A ng   cluster centroid matrix  

W :  An gm  weight matrix 

The trace of each ant colony is represented in a pheromone 
matrix. It is normalized by using the following equation [8]: 
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Pij is a pheromone normalization probability matrix of 
Element i on Cluster j. The distance between Object i and 
Cluster j from Ant k (dk(i,j)) can be defined in the following 
equation [7]: 
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Cluster j of each ant is selected by using two strategies 
such as exploitation and exploration. Equation of exploitation 
is as follows [9][10]: 
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And equation of exploration is as follows [9][10]: 
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Where score
k
ij  is obtained through the following 

equation [9]: 
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In order to update the pheromone score, the following 
equation is used [9][10]. 
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1
 , Jh is an objective function score, 

score α ≥ 0 and score β> 0. 

 
In Ant Colony Optimization Clustering (ACOC) 

algorithm, the solution space is modeled as a graph with an 
object-cluster node matrix. The number of rows is similar to 
m, while the number of columns is similar to g. Each node is 
represented by N(i,j) meaning that Data Object i is determined 
at Cluster j. Each ant only occupies one of Nodes g of each 
object. In Figure 1, the graph construction of clustering 
problems is illustrated. It is noted that blank circles indicate 
not visited nodes, whereas bold circles indicate visited nodes 
by ants. Based on clustering results in Figure 1, a formed 
string solution is (2,1,2,1,3,3). 

 
Fig. 1. Graph Construction of ACOC [7] 

 
In the graph, every ant moves from one node to the others, 

leaves the pheromone at nodes, and forms a solution for the 
next step. In each step, it selects an object with no group at 
random and adds a new node to some solutions based on 
pheromone and heuristic intensity information. 

In ACOC, ants leave the pheromone of nodes. Those with 
high pheromone are more attractive to ants. ACOC applies a 
pheromone matrix storing pheromone scores. Heuristic 
information indicates the desire to determine the data object at 
a certain cluster. Thus, calculation of Euclidean distance is 
among clustered data object and each cluster centroid of some 
ants. Nodes with higher heuristic scores are selected by ants. 
Each ant will bring a cluster centroid matrix (Ck) to store 
cluster centroids and change scores of clustering steps. 

A complete procedure of ACOC is described as follows: 
Step 1 : Conduct initialization of all ants. Make new 

iteration to find a number of ants. Initialize 
the pheromone matrix of each ant. 
Determine elements of the pheromone 
matrix with low scores (τ0). 

Step 2 : Conduct normalization of the pheromone 
matrix by using equation (3). 

Step 3 : Initialize solution string to each ant at 
random. Compute the matrix weight (Wk) of 
each ant and the cluster centroid matrix (Ck) 
through equation (2) and, where k=1..R. R is 

the number of ants, mR  . 
Step 4 : Take Steps 2 and 3 until iteration reaches the 

number of ants. 
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Step 5 : Start new iteration. Compute the distance of 

data matrix and cluster centroid matrix 
through equation (4).   

Step 6 : Compute selection of Cluster j. To 
determine j for selected i, there are two 
strategies used such as exploitation and 
exploration. Raise random number q. If q < 
q0, exploitation is computed through 
equation (5). If not, exploration is computed 
through equation (6). 

Step 7 : Form solution string from cluster selection. 
Create the weight matrix (Wk) of each ant. 
Fix the cluster centroid matrix (Ck). 

Step 8 : Compute an objective function of each ant 
through equation (1). Next, have an 
ascending order of all objective function 
scores of all ants. The best solution string 
can be seen from the highest objective 
function scores.  

Step 9 : Update the pheromone matrix through 
equation (7), where ρ is the pheromone 
evaporation rate in the range of 0 and 1 (0.0 
< ρ < 1.0). 

Step 10 : Take Steps 5 to 9. If all iterations are 
maximal, the clustering process stops. Then, 
take the solution string based on the best 
objective function. 

 
ISODATA Algorithm 

Forgy algorithm is one of simple clustering methods [11]. 
Besides using the data, k, the number of clusters formed 
becomes the input. Sample k is called as the seed point 
selected at random to support cluster selection. 

ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis 
Techniques) algorithm is developed based on Forgy and K-
means [11]. ISODATA algorithm minimizes the squared error. 

Steps of Forgy algorithm are as follows [11]: 
Step 1 :  Initialize the cluster centroid to the seed 
point. 
Step 2  :  Find out the nearest cluster centroid for each 

data sample. Determine the data sample in 
the cluster based on the nearest cluster 
centroid.  

Step 3  : If there is no change of cluster of the data 
sample, the process stops. 

Step 4  : Compute the cluster centroid score based on 
clustering results. Return to Step 2.  

Parameters used in ISODATA are as follows: 
K =  The number of clusters  
I  =  The number of maximal iteration  
P  =  The number of a maximal pair of data that can be 

combined 

N  =  The threshold score of the number of the minimal 

data sample in each cluster  

S  =  The threshold score of standard deviation (used for 

Split Operation) 

C  =  The threshold score of distance comparison (used for 

Merge Operation) . 
Steps of ISODATA algorithm are as follows: 

Step 1  : Initialize the number of clusters (k) and 
cluster centroids m1, m2, ..., mk to the seed 
point of the data sample  (xi, i=1,2,...,N). 

Step 2  : Find out the nearest cluster centroid for each 
data sample. Determine the data sample in 
the cluster based on the nearest cluster 
centroid. 

jx  , if ),,(max{),( iLjL mxDmxD   

i=1,...,k 
Step 3  : If the members in the cluster are less 

than N , the cluster is ignored.  

If each j, NjN  , ignore j  and 

1 kk . 
Step 4  : Compute cluster centroid scores based on 

clustering results through equation (8). 
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Step 5  : Compute an average distance of each data 
sample of the cluster with the cluster 
centroid through the equation (9). 
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Step 6  : Compute an overall distance of the data 
sample and the representative of the cluster 
centroid through the equation (10). 
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Step 7  : If there are only few clusters, continue with 
Step 8. However, if there are too many 
clusters, continue with Step 11. If not, 
continue with Step 14. Steps 8 to 10 are for 
Split operation, while Steps 11 to 13 are for 
Merge operation. 

Step 8  : This is the first step of conducting Split 
operation. Determine the standard deviation 

vector
Tj

n
j

j ],...,[ )()(
1    for each 

cluster through equation (11). 
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Where )( j
im  is the –i component from jm  

and i  is the standard deviation of the 

sample in j  as long as it is at the –i axis 
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coordinate. jN  is the number of the data 

sample in j . 

Step 9  : Find out a maximal component of each 

 j determined with )(
max

j . Conduct this 

for all j=1,...,k. 

Step 10 :  If S
j  )(

max , DD j  , and NjN 2 , 

split jm into two new cluster centroids 

jm  

and 

jm  by adding   to Component 

jm corresponding to )(
max

j , where   is in 

the form of )(
max

j  and 0 . Next, 

delete jm  and 1 kk . Return to Step 

2. If not, continue with Step 14. 
Step 11 : This is the first step of Merge operation. 

Compute the pair of distance ijD  between 

each of the two cluster centroids. 
),,( jiLij mmDD   for each ji  , and 

arrange the distance 2/)1( kk  in an 

ascending format. 
Step 12 : Find out the score that is less than the least 

P, ijD and less than C . Have an ascending 

order
PP jijiji DDD  ...

2211
. 

Step 13 : Conduct pairwise merge operation: for 
l=1,..., P, with this step: 

If ilm  or if not jlm
 
is used in this iteration, 

combine them both into a centroid through 
the equation (12). 
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Delete ilm , jlm , and 1 kk . Return 

to Step 2. 
Step 14 : The process is finished if the maximal 

Iteration I is reached. If not reached, return 
to Step 2. 

 
III.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Created software in this research was a searching 

application used to collect library documents. In designing 
applications through this digital library, Apache Lucene was 
used to conduct indexing and searching. Next, in order to 
conduct clustering documentation, algorithms of Ant Colony 
Optimization, Forgy, and ISODATA were used. Created 
application architechture can be seen from Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Software Architecture of Document Clustering 

There are two parts of this software architecture of 
document clustering such as Clustering and Searching. 
Documents including theses, thesis proposals, journal articles, 
and eBooks are firstly through text extraction (Parser) and 
analyzed through Lucene Library. Analysis steps include 
stopword process, standard analysis, lower case, and porter 
stemming. Results are further indexed and stored on index 
files. Searching process consists of Simple Search and 
Advanced Search. Simple Search uses Db4o conduct 
searching, while Advanced Search uses searching of terms in 
indices applying Lucene Library. Moreover, clustering process 
uses the matrix of index term frequency as the data matrix.    

Simple Search is used to search documents based on 
keywords of titles or writers. Implementation of Simple 
Search covers SODA Object Query API from Object Database 
Db4o. The query process through SODA is quicker because it 
is conducted at API Levels. Meanwhile, Advanced Search is 
used to search documents based on keywords of content. In 
order to conduct the search, Query of Lucene is used. Query of 
Lucene provides simple features to determine the search of a 
certain field. The default field of Lucene is content. Search 
results are temporarily stored by using Hit List of Lucene.  

Clustering Process used in this research is shown in Figure 
3. 

 
Fig. 3. Clustering Process 

At a preprocessing stage, data are firstly processed. There 
are four steps of preprocessing such as case folding, 
tokenization, filtering, and stemming. Preprocessing produces 
outputs of bag-of-word such as the matrix containing words 
processed in this research. After bag-of-word is obtained, term 
weighting is conducted. At this stage, the weight of words is 
measured through TF-IDF. This results in term-weight-matrix, 
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namely the matrix consisting of the weight of words on 
documents. Next, term-weight-matrix is processed through 
one of clustering methods such as algorithms of Ant Colony 
Optimization, Forgy, and ISODATA. Results of clustering 
process are cluster lists of processed data.     

The system was examined by using document clustering 
based on the case study of documents. This examination was 
conducted to prove system performance of applications in the 
implementation stage. Examination was conducted through 
observation of formed clusters. Therefore, the relationship of 
each document of each cluster could be seen and compared. 

For the clustering examination, Ant Colony Optimization 
algorithm with the number of clusters (K) = 5, the number of 
iterations = 5, α = 1, β = 2, the number of ants = 5, ρ= 0.1, and 
q0=0.01 was in use. 

Results of document clustering examination were obtained 
from Ant Colony Optimization algorithm in terms of 
processing time, the variance determining ideal clusters, and 
the sum of squared errors. The results can be seen from Table 
I. 

TABLE I 

CLUSTERING EXAMINATION OF ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION 

No 
Number of 
Documents 

Time Variance SSE 

1 50 1m:42s 7.621419E-5 200,49818 

2 100 5m:58s 5.0215316E-5 322,69882 

3 200 9m:16s 1.4765678E-4 675,2462 

4 500 22m:22s 1.3339706E-4 1147,4847 

5 750 34m:31s 4.945447E-4 529,68787 

Notes: m = minute; s = second 
Document clustering examination using Forgy algorithm 

with the number of clusters (K) = 5 and the maximal number 
of iterations = 5 also yielded results in terms of processing 
time, the variance determining ideal clusters, and the sum of 
squared errors. They are shown in Table II. 

 
TABLE II 

CLUSTERING EXAMINATION OF FORGY ALGORITHM 

No 
Number of 
Documents 

Time Variance SSE 

1 50 0m:10s 6.074375E-5 155,71596 

2 100 0m:35s 4.600567E-5 206,0978 

3 200 1m:8s 1.2719215E-4 405,75742 

4 500 2m:44s 1.18408505E-4 972,01855 

5 750 4m:9s 4.91957E-4 527,5206 

Notes: m = minute; s = second 
 

Clustering examination through ISODATA algorithm 
applied number of clusters (K) = 5, the maximal number of 
iterations = 5, the minimal threshold numbers = 2, standard 
deviation threshold = 1, minimal distance threshold = 0.5, and 
the maximal number of threshold = 1. 

Alike the previous algorithms, results of document 
clustering examination through ISODATA algorithm were 
processing time, the variance determining ideal clusters, and 

the sum of squared errors. The results can be seen from Table 
4. 

TABLE III 

CLUSTERING EXAMINATION OF ISODATA ALGORITHM 

No 
Number of 
Documents 

Time Variance SSE 

1 50 0m:10s 6.181103E-5 130,9627 

2 100 0m:41s 1.19376695E-4 203,49352 

3 200 1m:15s 1.2797963E-4 406,49414 

4 500 3m:32s 1.20486904E-4 959,76276 

Notes: m = minute; s = second 
Data provided in Tables I, II and III were summarized in 

the graphic of clustering duration. Figure 4 shows the 
comparison graphic of the three clustering methods. It is clear 
that Ant Colony Optimization algorithm tends to require 
longer time exponentially along with more increasing number 
of documents in comparison to other methods. On the other 
hand, ISODATA and Forgy methods tend to linearly improve 
as the number of documents increase. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison Graphic of Clustering Duration 

 
Based on clustering results of documents in Tables 1, II, 

and III, the comparison graphic of examination of variance 
determining ideal clusters of the three clustering algorithms 
could be presented. Figure 5 shows the comparison graphic of 
ideal variance based on clustering results of documents. It is 
obvious that the three algorithms tend to have almost similar 
variance. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison Graphic of Variance 
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Based on clustering results of documents in Tables I, II, 

and III, the comparison graphic of examination of SSE 
determining ideal clusters of the three clustering algorithms 
could be presented. Figure 6 shows the comparison graphic of 
SSE based on clustering results of documents. It is obvious 
that Ant Colony Optimization algorithm tends to have higher 
SSE in comparison to others. However, ISODATA and Forgy 
algorithms have almost similar SSE. Clustering results are fine 
if SSE is lower. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison Graphic of SSE 

 
Research on document clustering with combination of 

algorithms of Ant Colony Optimization, Forgy, and 
ISODATA shows relationships of documents. Clustering 
results indicate existence of similar documents representing 
similarity of documents. However, the use of all words of 
searched documents is less accurate. This can result in 
documents with different content in each cluster because of 
insignificant words processed. 
 

IV.   CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the research results and examination on 
clustering system of documents through Ant Colony 
Optimization, Forgy and ISODATA algorithms, it can be 
concluded that: 
a. Clustering system through Ant Colony Optimization and 

ISODATA algorithms produces uncertain clusters, while 
Forgy algorithm always produces fixed clusters. 

b. Clustering through Ant Colony Optimization algorithm 
requires very long processing time because of numerous 
ant colonies and iterations. 

c. Generally, clustering results of the three methods possess 
almost similar variance in which each produces high 
intraclass similarity and low interclass similarity. The 
basis is the produced distance between data vectors and 
cluster centroids. 

d. Clustering results through Ant Colony Optimization 
algorithm are better than ISODATA and Forgy 
algorithms. The indicator is the sum of squared errors of a 
number of documents and datasets examined. 

e. To improve more relevant clustering results of 
documents, modification of clustering algorithms should 
be conducted. 
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